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Abstract. This study is carried out within the context of a research and inno-
vation project Co-design with Kids that aims to support teaching of broad
so-called ‘21st century’ skills. In this project, design toolboxes for use within
primary education are developed and studied, with real life clients and assign-
ments. In the case described in this paper, the assignment was to create new
concepts for physical education (PE). To be able to assess the value of design
outcomes created in a co-design trajectory by children, we compared their
design outcomes to those created in a similar design process by professionals.
Six teams of children (n = 21, 11–12 years old) and three teams of professionals
(n = 10, with a background in design, sports or physical education) developed
concepts in separate co-creation sessions. We present a first assessment of the
differences and similarities in creativity of the design outcomes of the two
groups. This assessment of textual summaries shows no remarkable differences
between design outcomes of children and those of professionals in terms of
elaboration, originality and relevance. This indicates that children could be
involved as design partners. Further research is needed to gain insight into the
specific value of involving children as design partners.
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1 Introduction

In this study, we involved teams of professionals with a background in design, sport or
physical education and teams of children as designers to invent new concepts for
exercises in physical education. This paper describes the differences and similarities
between the design outcomes of these two groups.

1.1 Involving Children in Physical Education Development

Children generally like to move and be physically active, but for physical education
(PE) to be more effective, PE exercises should match their perceptual world [13, 20].
There are many efforts to make PE more motivating, better targeted and more effective.
However, children are often participants in studies on PE, but they are rarely involved
in the development of its content. Involving children in the development of PE can
make children more motivated to participate, leading to increased effectiveness of
physical education.

1.2 Context of the Research

The study is carried out within the context of a research and innovation project Co-
design with Kids that aims to support teaching of broad so-called ‘21st century’ skills.
These skills are hard to train by themselves; they need a coherent setting and content to
train them. As many of the 21st century skills are also addressed within design pro-
cesses and professional design education has a large array of tools and techniques to
train design skills, a project is carried out to develop and study design toolboxes for use
within primary education.

This project is carried out with real clients (companies and public organizations), to
ensure a realistic and motivating setting for the children. In the case described in this
paper, the client asked for ideas for a ‘Gym of the Future’. As part of this research
project, the question is addressed what the creative quality of the design outcomes from
children is, and thus the value of such projects for the clients.

1.3 Research Questions/Goal

To be able to assess the value of design outcomes created in a co-design trajectory by
children, we will compare their design outcomes to the design outcomes of a similar
design process by professionals. With this approach, we aim to gain insights that can
contribute to answering the following questions:

– What are the differences and similarities of (physical education game-) design
outcomes created in co-design sessions by professionals vs. Children in terms of
creativity?

– What is the value of children as design partners and what is the quality of their
design outcomes?
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2 Related Research

2.1 Co-creation: Involving Children in Design Assignments

In co-design (also known as participatory design), stakeholders are involved in a design
process [3, 5, 8], often during several stages. Previous research shows many benefits
from involving children in the co-design of technology [7, 8]. Innovations often
originate in the user domain (instead of the manufacturer) [16] and children can come
up with great, creative, outside the box solutions for problems [4], being experts on
their own user experiences.

Though co-design with children (CDC) is widely acknowledged and applied,
especially in the Interaction Design community, views on its value vary widely. Van
Doorn [6] argues for a co-research approach in which the value of children’s contri-
butions lies in mapping the context of their current lives as an inspiration ground for
design. Van Mechelen et al. [15] argue that CDC outcomes can be analyzed to uncover
children’s underlying values. Iversen et al. [9] see CDC as a form of child emancipation
and emphasize that “the objective of design is not only technological products, but for
participants to develop new insights, design abilities, and a critical and reflective stance
toward technology through their engagement in design work”, thus assigning the merit
of CDC to children’s development rather than to a direct design outcome.

Criticism on co-design with children focuses primarily on the proper inclusion of
children in all stages of the design process [17]. Van Mechelen et al. [14] have ana-
lyzed forms of group dynamics that challenge the co-design process with children.
A critical reflection of design solutions stemming from children’s participation is
harder to come by.

Given that the current academic debate points at such different merits of CDC as
emancipation, uncovering underlying values, or mapping a context, the basic question
rises why the design outcome itself is no longer a central theme. It may be time to once
again evaluate if design solutions of CDC have a better or different quality from those
of professionals.

2.2 Comparing Design Outcomes of Different Types of Designers

Little research has been done into the comparison of designs by children vs. adults or
professionals. Related research does compare the outcomes of design trajectories using
different types of design tools and with different age groups.

In a study by Thang et al. [21] outcomes of brainstorming vs. prototyping by
children have been compared and assessed by an expert jury on creativity, novelty,
non-obviousness, workability, relevance and thoroughness of ideas. The ideas were
judged on transcripts of the explanation of the outcomes. Brainstorming outcomes were
considered more creative, novel and surprising and prototyping outcomes were more
relevant and workable.

A comparison of design outcomes by young children vs. teenagers by Chimbo et al.
[5] showed that young children focused on decoration and graphical content, while
teenagers emphasized on textual content and usability. This shows that when designing
technology for different age groups it would be important to involve different groups of
children and not consider all children (of different ages) as one homogenous group.
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Druin [7] argues for inter-generational design teams, suggesting that the contri-
butions from children and adults are different and complementary.

2.3 Assessing Creativity

To be able to assess the value of design outcomes we will assess and compare their
level of creativity to be able to give a first indication of similarities and differences.

Creativity is the creation, innovation, expression, production and discovery [19] of
ideas. It is about bringing something into being. This can be done through generating
something novel or through transforming the existent [10].

Assessing creativity is considered complex and difficult [12]. Nonetheless mul-
tiple research approaches generally identify similar componential factors:
originality/novelty, usefulness/appropriateness/relevance and fluency/quantity,
elaboration/variation [16, 18, 22].

The Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT) [2] is an approach where multiple
expert judges assess the actual creativity of things that have been produced as a whole.
Instead of assessing predefined criteria. However, correlations have been found with
other judgements such as ‘novel use of materials’ and ‘complexity’ [1] corresponding
with aspects defined by other researchers.

3 Method/Execution

3.1 Co-design with Kids

In the first part of this study, 21 children (11–12 years old), were divided in 6 teams of
3 or 4 children. Each team chose one out of four assignments based upon problems they
experience in PE lessons: ‘Making explanation more fun’, 2 teams; ‘Making Balancing
more fun’, 2 teams; ‘Game that allows cheating’, 1 team; ‘Fair teams’, 1 team. In six
weekly one-hour sessions they developed a concept using various design tools for
divergent thinking (sensitizing, mind maps, brainstorming, prototyping), convergent
thinking (dots-method [11], C-box, user-testing) and reflection (process wall). The
sessions took place in the classroom and in the school gymnasium. During these
sessions children were guided by their own classroom teacher. The assignment was
introduced by a external PE teacher, to whom the children also presented interim results
on which they received feedback. The final concepts were presented in the school
gymnasium and were recorded on film.

3.2 Co-design with Professionals

In the second part of this study, 10 professionals, of which 3 had a background in
design and 7 in sports/physical education were invited to a 4-h design session on one
evening. The design session took place in a class room. The professionals were divided
in three groups, with an as much as possible even distribution of people with different
backgrounds. Each group had one member with a design background that could guide
the design process. They had the freedom to choose their own method for their creative
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process, as they would in a real design context. Each group received one assignment
(based on the assignments that were chosen most by the children): ‘Fair teams’;
‘Making explanations more fun’; ‘Making Balancing more fun’. The final presentations
were recorded on film.

3.3 Creativity Assessment Criteria

Based on Torrance Test of Creative Thinking [22], a toolkit for idea competitions by
Piller and Walcher [16] and work by Reinartz and Saffer [18] we identified three
criteria to assess the creativity of the concepts of children and professionals:

– Elaboration: The degree in which concepts are complete and detailed. To which
extent the ideas are thought through [16].

– Originality: The extent in which results are novel and not a derivative of existing
concepts [18].

– Relevance: The degree in which a solution is useful for a given problem [16].

3.4 Summary and Assessment of Design Concepts

Each design outcome from both children and professionals was summarized in text by
a researcher based on the videos of the final presentations and checked by a second,
independent researcher who compared the summaries to the presentation videos
ensuring a truthful explanation of all concepts and to make sure that the summarizer
didn’t fill in any blanks. This ensured a similar representation of children’s and pro-
fessional’s ideas.

The summaries were assessed based on the previously drafted criteria (elaboration,
originality, relevance) by a third independent designer/researcher who described
noticeable substantive differences and similarities between concepts. This
designer/researcher has a background in design education and is experienced in
objectively assessing design outcomes. In this study, due to practical constraints, this
researcher was aware which group (children or professionals) had created each concept.

4 Results

4.1 Elaboration

Differences
Children seemed more specific in identifying physical devices and physical actions.
They describe them and the rules of the game in a clear and specific manner. Fur-
thermore, they describe the giving of instruction to players and the type of penalties
within a game more often. Additions (such as projections or augmented reality) are to
situations or surroundings that are familiar to the children. Their ideas are mostly based
on existing situations and play forms. They combine different, existing gym and sports
equipment and materials (such as using a stick while standing on a Pedalo balancing
board), tasks (such as different angles of computer questions) and actions (such as ball
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throwing). They don’t mention adjusting difficulty to the skill levels of individuals or
offering help, in contrast to professionals.

The concepts of professionals are all rather complex, with various phases in game
play. They add complexity to exercises by adding different phases or levels (such as the
help of a virtual Messi in a higher level). Because they are less specific in describing
the rules and actions, they just give an impression of the game play, these concepts
seemed more abstract.

Another noticeable difference between concepts of children and professionals is
that professionals gave their concepts a title, adding more context and explanation to
their concepts.

Similarities
Professionals added complexity through phases which often makes the game play too
complex and incomprehensive. In the ‘three-stage rocket’ concept (‘Making balancing
more fun’ assignment) there is an accumulation of many activities (Mastermind, tra-
ditional exercises) that have no good coherence and are not well thought out in why
and in which way they succeed each other.

The concepts of children are more simple, but when they do add complexity (which
happened in a concept where goals that function as ‘free zones’ were introduced), their
concepts also seem somewhat incoherent.

Conclusion
Both groups seem to elaborate in their concepts by either adding objects (children) or
phases (professionals), but often this made the concepts more complex instead of
adding value.

For this criterion, it is not possible to conclude if children executed the assignment
better or worse compared to professionals in terms of elaborateness, at most in a
different way, more explicitly and at a lower level of abstraction than the professionals.

4.2 Originality

Differences
The design outcomes of children are variations on existing concepts, to which they add
more freedom and surprising elements. That does seem to make the concepts more
motivating to play, but only slightly more original than existing concepts.

Professionals invent new elements, such as a Teacher in a control room (in the
‘Escape Room’ concept) or AR-characters and a sorting hat (in the ‘Sorting Hat’
concept). These are novel elements to PE, but often already existing concepts outside
PE. Through combining with and adding these new aspects from other areas to more
known PE practices, the originality of their design outcomes increases.

Similarities
The children’s and professionals’ solutions are novel and not similar to existing con-
cepts. Allocating freedom (such as a play situation/environment that adjusts to a child’s
preferences) makes instruction more fun in concepts created by both groups.
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Conclusion
Overall, professionals perform slightly better than children on originality. The differ-
ence between both groups is caused by the slightly higher novelty and richer context of
the concepts described by professionals.

4.3 Relevance

Differences
The differences for this criterion are not so much found between the groups but much
more between the assignments. Both children and professionals created relevant ideas
for the ‘Making explanation more fun’ and ‘Making balancing more fun’ assignments.
Neither managed to create a solution for ‘Fair teams’ that will last longer than just one
game play. This might be because this assignment has a more psychological aspect than
just a physical setting with straightforward rules for game play; we suspect the rules
designed by both children and professionals can be manipulated once someone is
familiar with the game. For example, in the ‘without talking’ concept, where teams are
made based on questionnaire answers, players can discuss beforehand what preferences
they fill in in the questionnaire.

The adults are better with ‘The escape room’ concept (where different rooms have
different physical tasks that have to be accomplished before moving to the next room),
making the implicit explanation more surprising and rewarding (such as Messi as a
virtual guide when a higher level is reached) and therefore seems more ‘fun’, than the
intertwined explanation of the children’s ideas.

In “Making balancing more fun” implicit balancing is enhanced in different forms.
In both concepts created by children, teams battle each other making the movement
more complex (striking back a ball with a stick while crossing the floor on a Pedalo
board), while the competition makes it fun. One of the professionals’ concepts con-
sisted of a virtual reality environment that makes the balancing exercise more complex
and also more motivating and exciting.

Similarities
Both children and adults use implicit instruction for different elements to create
interesting exercises. Both have difficulties designing a solution for a more psycho-
logical problem.

Conclusion
Children and professionals create relevant concepts that solve the given problem. They
give different accents, but this has no effect on the value of the outcome relevancy.

5 Conclusion

This first assessment of differences and similarities of the design outcomes of children
and professionals show that the design outcomes of both groups are more or less
equivalent on the whole in terms of creativity, although there are some differences in
details.
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For Physical Education, our results show that input from children aged 11–12 years
can be of equal value as input from professionals in the early ideation stage. In
developing PE curricula, children could be valuable co-design partners and could be
involved more.

Since our first findings demonstrate no remarkable differences between the design
outcomes of children and professionals, this justifies follow-up research that looks in
more detail at the aspects influencing the creative quality of design outcomes of
children versus professionals.

Amidst the academic debate on the various reasons for CDC and the shift away
from valuing the design outcomes as such, this study suggests that the quality of the
design solutions is still a relevant focus.

6 Discussion and Further Work

This study has some strengths and limitations that should be taken into account when
interpreting the results.

Spatial Context. The different contexts (gymnasium & classroom for the children;
workshop room for the professionals) in which both groups carried out their assign-
ment could have resulted in differences in focus. For example, the use of gym
equipment by children because of their presence in the gym.

Personal Context. Some differences in the design outcomes can be explained by
personal context, (such as the age difference between groups). The use of a title (and
consequently increased context and explanation) for the concepts by professionals is
something professionals would be more accustomed to. That children name penalties
and instructions more often is likely because these are aspects that they come into
contact with in their school context daily.

Background Professionals. Only three professionals had a professional design
background (most had a PE background). Even though each team of professionals had
one designer as a member, in a normal design setting a design team would consist of
more designers. In future research, it would be interesting to see what the differences
would be between groups of professionals with just a PE background or groups of
professionals with just a design background and groups of children.

Trajectory. Both groups followed different design trajectories that might have been of
influence on the design outcomes. Professionals spent less time on their assignment
(4 h) than children (6 h, divided over 6 weeks). The difference in weeks over which the
design process was spread gave children more time to let their ideas settle. Nonetheless,
we didn’t see this in the results. In further research, more similar trajectories would be
preferable to be better able to identify the cause of similarities and differences.

Tools & Instruction. The professionals had complete freedom in their approach while
the children had a specified toolkit to work with and instructors to guide them. This
could have had effect on the outcomes and therefore the judgment of the concepts.
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Further research is needed to explore what variables are of influence on the design
outcomes for both children and professionals.

Concept Summaries. All concepts were summarized textually. A good addition
would be to graphically summarize the concepts, all in the same manner. This allows
objective evaluation solely based on design features although there will always be an
element of interpretation in the translation of concepts into a ‘neutral’ format that
cannot be attributed to either of the groups.

Anonymous & Objective Assessment. The assessing researcher knew which con-
cepts were designed by which group. To be able to objectively assess the outcomes, in
the next stage of this project an objective jury, consisting of multiple members, will
assess anonymized concepts.

More Teams. We examined the design outcomes of one class of children. For further
research, we should review the design outcomes of more classes from other schools to
investigate the difference between different age groups, school types, and the contents
of the toolkit that the children have worked with.

Creativity. The value of design outcomes doesn’t solely rely on the level of creativity.
Although it gives an indication and a way of comparing amongst results, in future
research we should look into additional methods of assessing the value of design
outcomes by children as design partners.
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